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Abstract: Four kinetic models are studied as first-order reactions with flotation rate distribution
f (k): (i) deterministic nth-order reaction, (ii) second-order with Rectangular f (k), (iii) Rosin–Rammler,
and (iv) Fractional kinetics. These models are studied because they are considered as alternatives to
the first-order reactions. The first-order representation leads to the same recovery R(t) as in the original
domain. The first-order R∞-f (k) are obtained by inspection of the R(t) formulae or by inverse Laplace
Transforms. The reaction orders of model (i) are related to the shape parameters of first-order Gamma
f (k)s. Higher reaction orders imply rate concentrations at k ≈ 0 in the first-order domain. Model (ii)
shows reverse J-shaped first-order f (k)s. Model (iii) under stretched exponentials presents mounded
first-order f (k)s, whereas model (iv) with derivative orders lower than 1 shows from reverse J-shaped
to mounded first-order f (k)s. Kinetic descriptions that lead to the same R(t) cannot be differentiated
between each other. However, the first-order f (k)s can be studied in a comparable domain.

Keywords: flotation kinetics; batch flotation; first-order model; flotation rate distribution

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Kinetic models have been extensively used to study either the collection or the overall process
(collection + separation) in flotation. The latter employs apparent rate constants to describe the recovery
rates throughout the flotation process. The first kinetic studies reported in flotation were presented by
Garcia-Zuñiga [1] and Schuhmann Jr [2], which described the respective processes by deterministic
first-order rate constants k. The former also included a maximum achievable recovery R∞ in the
representation. From these pioneering works, any empirical deviation from the deterministic first-order
approach has motivated alternative models to describe flotation kinetics [3–7].

Distributed first-order models have been widely used for kinetic characterizations and process
modelling. Thus, empirical deviations regarding the first-order reaction with a deterministic rate
constant have been attributed to a flotation rate distribution f (k), which incorporates all the
heterogeneous conditions in the flotation process. The theoretical work reported by Sutherland [8]
evaluated distributed internal variables in flotation and their effect on the recovery rates and process
performances. Imaizumi and Inoue [5] and Woodburn and Loveday [9] extended the first-order
models of Garcia-Zuñiga [1] and Schuhmann Jr [2] as continuous sum of exponentials to account for
the wide range of recovery rates typically observed in flotation. The representation of the flotation
process as a sum of rate constants has received more attention as the different flotation performances
by size [10–13], by association [5,14], by liberation or composition [14–17] and others can be masked by
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a single probability density function. From the first-order generalizations reported by Imaizumi and
Inoue [5] and Woodburn and Loveday [9] several distributions have been proposed to describe f (k),
including Rectangular [18], Exponential (also named fully mixed reactor model) [19], Sinusoidal [20],
Triangular [21], Normal [22], Double Normal [23] and Weibull [24], among others. The locations and
shapes of these distributions define the predicted kinetic responses, which are a function of the relative
presence of fast- and slow-floating components in the process.

Higher reaction orders have been reported in literature to explain differences regarding the
deterministic first-order kinetics. For example, Arbiter [3] proposed the use of a second-order approach
to represent six independent datasets. The recovery rate dependence (relative or fractional) on the
initial mineral concentration was highlighted as evidence supporting the higher order assumption.
Klimpel [25] extended the second-order model proposed by Arbiter [3] to describe batch flotation
kinetics as second order reactions with Rectangular distribution of rate constants. Both approaches have
been included when comparing different kinetic models to represent batch flotation processes [19,26–34].
Alternative reaction orders have also been investigated in literature [7,29,35–37]. de Bruyn and Modi [38]
reported an empirical relationship between the flotation rate and the reaction order n for quartz at
different particle sizes, assuming R∞ = 100%. Continuous flotation tests were conducted on pure
mineral, which led to a reaction order of approximately n = 1 for the size classes −65 µm and increasing
n values in the +65 µm fractions. Holland-Batt [39] studied efficiency criteria for binary systems to
assess batch flotation tests. Arbitrary reaction orders were considered, and R∞ values of 100% were
assumed for the two evaluated components (valuable and gangue). Brożek and Młynarczykowska [37]
analysed kinetic models in batch flotation by comparison of nth-order reactions with an adsorption
model derived from a first-order derivative equation. No froth effects were incorporated in the
phenomenological model. More erratic responses at higher reaction orders were directly illustrated
from the mathematical expressions. From size-by-size experimental data, the flotation responses were
considered approximately homogeneous. Bu, Xie, Chen and Ni [27] studied the relationship between
particle size and the reaction orders of the kinetic responses, which were found in the range n = 1–2.
A maximum for n was obtained in the intermediate-coarse size class, which was attributed to the
typical concave relationship between the flotation performance and particle size.

Other model structures have been used to describe flotation kinetics that cannot be categorized
into the first- or nth-order reactions. For example, the Rosin–Rammler model has been proposed
as an empirical approach to characterize kinetic responses in batch flotation [6,35,40,41]. However,
the recovery mechanisms explained by the model parameters have not been explained in literature
to date. Fractional calculus was also presented by Vinnett, et al. [42] as an alternative to characterize
batch flotation kinetics. This approach has shown to be advantageous in anomalous systems with
nonlocal dynamics that can be described by long-term memory in time [43]. From model fitting,
Vinnett, Alvarez-Silva, Jaques, Hinojosa and Yianatos [42] showed that the Fractional derivatives
were correlated with the shape parameters of the first-order Gamma model. Alvarez-Silva, et al. [44]
obtained derivative orders greater than one, showing that the flexibility of Fractional kinetics can lead
to unrealistic results in flotation (e.g., overshoots in the modelled R(t)).

As discussed in the previous two paragraphs, various model structures have been proposed as
alternatives to the first-order reactions in flotation. However, special attention must be paid when
the recovery expression R(t) can be also obtained from a first-order representation. For example,
the second-order reaction with deterministic rate constant proposed by Arbiter [3] leads to
the same algebraical formula as the first-order reaction with Exponential f (k). This match has
been previously reported in literature based on the mathematical relationship between the R(t)
formulae or on the estimated parameters and goodness-of-fit [19,29,32,35,45]. However, both models
have been redundantly included in several comparisons and discussions on kinetic models in
flotation [19,26,28–32,46–56]. Thus, for a combination of model parameters, the same R(t) can be
obtained, implying that these two kinetic descriptions cannot be differentiated between each other.
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The objective of this study is to obtain first-order representations for kinetic models that have been
proposed as alternatives to the first-order reactions in batch flotation. These first-order representations
consist of first-order R∞-f (k) pairs that led to the same R(t) expression to that in the original domain
(e.g., nth-order reaction, Rosin–Rammler model, Fractional kinetics). The first-order R∞-f (k) pairs
are obtained from the inversion of the continuous sum of exponentials reported by Imaizumi and
Inoue [5] or by simple inspection of the R(t) expressions. The flotation rates can then be studied in
a normalized domain, from which the presence of fast- (k >> 0) and slow-floating (k→ 0) components
can be identified. The fast- and slow-floating fractions are associated with the location and shapes
of the first-order f (k)s, which are a function of the model parameters. The latter have been scarcely
discussed in flotation literature except for the average rate constants. Thus, the model parameters of
the alternative kinetic models can be related to a distribution of rate constants in the first-order domain.

1.2. Kinetic Models in Flotation

Kinetic models have typically considered the analogy with homogeneous chemical reactions.
The flotation process is then represented as a reaction between particles and bubbles in excess [57–60].
Equation (1) expresses the rate of change of the instantaneous mineral concentration C in a batch
flotation machine:

dC
dt

= −k · (C−C∞)
n (1)

where C∞ is the equilibrium concentration at t→∞, n the reaction order and k the flotation rate constant.

1.2.1. First-Order Models

The special case with n = 1 (first-order model) was originally reported by Garcia-Zuñiga [1],
which solved Equation (1) for the recovery as a function of time R(t):

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1− e−k1·t

]
(2)

Within Equation (2), k1 corresponds to the first-order rate constant (deterministic) and R∞ to the
maximum achievable recovery at t→∞.

Imaizumi and Inoue [5] extended the first-order model of Equation (2) to account for the wide
range of recovery rates commonly observed in flotation. A flotation rate distribution f (k) was then
proposed to represent the heterogeneous conditions in the separation process:

R(t) = R∞ ·

1−
∞∫

0

e−k·t f (k)dk

 (3)

Different probability density functions (PDF) have been used in Equation (3) to represent f (k) and to
obtain the respective R(t). Table 1 shows examples of f (k)s commonly utilized to model first-order batch
flotation, including Single Rate Constant, Rectangular, Exponential and Gamma models. The integral
term of Equation (3) corresponds to the Laplace transform of f (k), with t = s. Therefore, f (k) can be
obtained from the inverse Laplace transform of [1 − R(t = s)/R∞]. This property has been used in
literature to estimate f (k) from batch flotation data [61–63].

1.2.2. nth-Order Models

From Equation (1), any arbitrary reaction order can be studied. Equation (4) presents the recovery
of a batch flotation process governed by a second-order reaction with deterministic rate constant k2 [3]:

R(t) =
R2
∞ · k2 · t

1 + R∞ · k2 · t
(4)
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Any reaction order can be generalized by a distribution of rate constants. Thus, Klimpel [25]
presented Equation (5) as an extension of Equation (4), to describe batch flotation kinetics as second
order reactions with Rectangular f (k):

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1−

ln(1 + kmax · t)
kmax · t

]
(5)

The solution of Equation (1) for an arbitrary reaction order n is given by Equation (6):

R(t) = R∞ ·

1− 1(
1 + (n− 1) ·Rn−1

∞ · kn · t
)1/(n−1)

 (6)

Equation (6) represents a batch flotation process with a deterministic rate constant kn in the
nth-order domain. It should be mentioned that Equation (4) is a special case of Equation (6) with n = 2.

Table 1. Some flotation rate distributions and the respective recoveries in batch flotation processes.

Model f (k) R(t)

Single Rate Constant δk1
(k) R∞ ·

[
1− e−k1·t

]
Rectangular 1

kmax
·

[
µ0(k) − µkmax

(k)
]

R∞ ·
[
1−

(1−e−kmax ·t)
kmax·t

]
Exponential 1

kexp
· e−k/kexp R∞ ·

[
1− 1

(1+kexp·t)

]
Gamma kaG−1

kaG
G ·Γ(aG)

· e−k/kG R∞ ·
[
1− 1

(1+kG·t)
aG

]
(*) k1 corresponds to the determinist rate constant in Equation (2), kmax to the maximum rate constant of a Rectangular
f (k) with domain between 0 and kmax, kexp to the mean rate constant of an Exponential distribution and aG and kG to
the shape and scale parameters of a Gamma PDF. In addition, δx(k), µx(k) and Γ(x) denote the Dirac, Heaviside and
Gamma functions, respectively.

1.2.3. Other Model Structures

Alternative model structures to the first- and nth-order reactions have been also proposed to
fit batch flotation kinetics. These models are empirical or represent different mechanisms to those
explained by Equation (1).

The Rosin-Rammler model of Equation (7) is an empirical representation that has been reported
in literature to characterize kinetic responses [6]:

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1− exp

(
−(kRR · t)

aRR
)]

(7)

where kRR and aRR have been used as fitting parameters. The physical meaning of kRR and aRR has not
been clearly established in flotation rate characterizations. However, kRR can be interpreted as a decay
rate constant whose reciprocal represents the time at which R(t) equals 63.21% of R∞.

Fractional calculus has been proposed to represent anomalous kinetics with arbitrary derivative
orders α [42]. Anomalous kinetics can be obtained from Equation (8):

dαC
dtα

= −kα · (C−C∞) (8)

where kα corresponds to the Fractional rate constant (time−α). Non-integer derivative orders can
then be used to model batch flotation kinetics. The recovery as a function of time is then given by
Equation (9):

R(t) = R∞ · [1− Eα(−kα · tα)], Eα(z) =
∞∑

i=0

zi

Γ(α · i + 1)
(9)

Within Equation (9), Eα(z) is the Mittag–Leffler function.
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Models of Equations (5), (6), (7) and (9) are represented by first-order R∞-f (k) pairs in Section 3
from the inversion of Equation (3) or from direct comparisons. These four models were chosen because
they have been proposed as alternatives to the first-order reactions, showing specific flexibility to
describe batch flotation data. The shapes of the first-order f (k)s are then analysed in terms of the
different fast and slow-rate fractions in the first-order representation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. First-Order Representation

The nth-order reaction with deterministic rate constants, the second order reaction with Rectangular
f (k), the Rosin–Rammler model, and the Fractional kinetics were studied as first-order reactions.
First-order reactions with flotation rate distribution f (k)s that lead to the same R(t) expressions of
Equations (5), (6), (7) and (9) were then obtained. Two methods were used for this purpose. The first
method is applicable to R(t) models that have a first-order representation in literature, but whose
equivalence has not been discussed in flotation. The simple inspection of the compared R(t) formulae
allowed the conditions under which the models match to be determined. For example, Table 2 shows
the algebraical equivalence of the R(t) expressions from the second-order model with deterministic
rate constant and the first-order model with Exponential f (k). By inspection, the R(t) models coincide
for the same R∞ and with kexp = R∞·k2. The same recovery can then be obtained from a second-order
reaction with a single rate constant and from a first-order reaction with Exponential f (k). The latter
involves a fraction of floatable material with rate constants approaching to k = 0.

Table 2. Example of algebraical equivalence for the second-order model with single rate constant k2

and a first order model with Exponential f (k).

2nd-Order Model with Single Rate Constant k2 First-Order Model with Exponential f (k)

R(t) = R2
∞·k2·t

1+R∞·k2·t
1

kexp
· e−k/kexp → R(t) = R∞ ·

[
1−

∫
∞

0 e−k·t
· f (k)dk

]
=

R∞·kexp·t

(1+kexp·t)

The second method to obtain the same R(t) from a first-order reaction was applied to those models
that do not have a known first-order representation from literature. In this case, the studied R(t)
models are equated to Equation (3) to represent the system as a continuous sum of exponentials in the
first-order domain. The first-order f (k)s can be obtained from Equation (10):

f (k) = L−1
[
1−

R(t = s)
R∞

]
(10)

where L−1 denotes the inverse Laplace Transform operator. Thus, for the same R∞ and given the
f (k) found by Equation (10), the same R(t) expression from the original domain is obtained in the
first-order representation. The solution of Equation (10) was found by (i) tables of Laplace transforms
or analytical/numerical solutions for Equation (10) reported in literature and (ii) the Symbolic Math
Toolbox 8.5 of Matlab (R2020a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The methodology reported
by Valsa and Brančik [64] was also used to numerically estimate the inverse Laplace transform of
[1 − R(t = s)/R∞], allowing the f (k) solutions to be crosschecked.

In summary, the R∞-f (k) pairs in the first-order domain were obtained by simple inspection or by
applying Equation (10). These first-order R∞-f (k) pairs led to the same R(t) to those in the original
domain. For the R(t) models of Equations (5), (6), (7) and (9), the shapes of the first-order f (k)s were
then discussed in terms of the relative content of slow-rate constants.

2.2. Flotation Tests

Size-by-size kinetic responses for the Pb-Cu rougher separation (at batch scale) from a complex
ore were used to illustrate first-order representations. The Pb and Cu feed grades were 2.46 ± 0.16%
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and 0.94 ± 0.04%, respectively. The grinding time was set to obtain 65% passing 38 µm. The grinding
product was transferred to a 1.3L Denver Cell, and water was added to obtain 30% solids by mass.
Sodium metabisulfite was added at 1500 g/ton to depress pyrite. An aeration stage of 20 min at
superficial gas rate JG = 0.16 cm/s was conducted for pyrite oxidation. Constant values for pH (9.3),
collector concentration (45 g/ton of AeroPhine 3418A), frother concentration (24 ppm of Methyl Isobutyl
Carbinol), and JG (0.55 cm/s) were finally established. The concentrates were taken at 1/3, 1, 4.5, 10,
16, 24 and 32 minutes of flotation time, obtaining overall Pb and Cu recoveries of 82.4 ± 0.04%% and
90.7 ± 0.30%, respectively. Four size classes were studied: −20 µm, +20/−38 µm, +38/−75 µm and
+75/−150 µm. Only the size-by-size kinetic responses for Cu are presented here for illustration purposes.
The size classes +20/−38 µm and +38/−75 µm were analysed for the composite class +20/−75 µm for
better visualization. For further details on the experimental procedure, please refer to [65]. The model
parameters were obtained by least-squares estimation.

3. Results

3.1. nth-Order Models with Deterministic Rate Constants Represented as First-Order Models
with Gamma f(k)s

The nth-order model with deterministic rate constant kn was compared to a first-order model
with Gamma f (k). Table 3 shows the R(t) expressions for these model structures. For further details
about the parameters of the Gamma model, please refer to Table 1. A direct comparison between these
models shows that both approaches are algebraically identical. Equation (11) shows the relationship
between the model parameters (at the same R∞) that guarantee the R(t) match. Thus, the sets (n, kn) and
(aG, kG) that satisfy Equation (11) lead to the same R(t) expression. This property has been previously
studied in different areas of process and chemical engineering as a tool to estimate apparent reaction
orders [66–70]. The deterministic parameters of the nth-order model can then be related to the Gamma
f (k) shapes and locations in the first-order representation. It should be mentioned that the example of
Table 2 is a special case of the R(t) models presented in Table 3 with n = 2 and aG = 1, respectively.

kn =
kG · aG

aG
√

R∞
, n = 1 +

1
aG

(11)

Table 3. nth-order model with deterministic rate constant kn versus.

nth-Order Model with Single Rate Constant kn First-Order Model with Gamma f (k)

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1− 1

(1+(n−1)·Rn−1
∞ ·kn·t)

1/(n−1)

]
R(t) = R∞ ·

[
1− 1

(1+kG·t)
aG

]

Figure 1a shows three first-order Gamma f (k)s with the same average rate constant kave = kG·aG = 1.
The parameters of these Gamma PDFs were chosen because they represent reverse J-shaped (aG < 1),
Exponential (aG = 1) and mound-shaped (aG > 1) distributions in the first-order domain. The latter
approaches to Normal distributions when aG >> 1 and to deterministic rate constants when aG→∞

and kG → kave/aG. First-order systems with a high fraction of slow flotation rates can be obtained
from Gamma PDFs with aG ≤ 1. In the example of Figure 1a, a vertical asymptote is observed at
k = 0 with aG = 1/4. Figure 1b shows the time-recovery curves for first-order Gamma f (k)s under the
kG and aG values depicted in Figure 1a. A maximum recovery of 90% was assumed. As shown in
Figure 1b, much slower increasing trends are observed in the time-recovery curves for aG ≤ 1 as t→∞.
The identification of this slow-rate constants makes it possible to determine the sensitivity of a floatable
mineral to the total experimental time. The fraction of rate constants approaching to zero then defined
the rate-limited losses in batch flotation. Figure 1c presents the n-th order (n = 1.06, 2 and 5) rate
constants that lead to the same time-recovery curves of Figure 1b. The n and kn values were obtained
from Equation (11), given the kG and aG values presented in Figure 1a. Thus, the sustained increasing
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trends in the time recovery curves are observed from nth-order models with n ≥ 2. Therefore, higher
reaction orders can be interpreted as more slow-floating components in the respective first-order
system. Notice that the locations of kn in Figure 1c are a function of R∞, as shown in Equation (11).
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Figure 1. (a) Different first-order Gamma f (k)s with the same average rate constant, (b) Time-recovery
curves, Table 3, (c) nth-order f (k)s.

Figure 2 shows the estimated first-order and nth-order f (k)s and model fitting for the size-by-size
flotation tests. As expected, both representations led to the same R∞ from the model fitting with
rate parameters that satisfy Equation (11). The flexibility of the R(t) model of Table 3 was adequate
to represent the experimental data, as shown in Figure 2b. The first-order f (k)s of Figure 2a showed
a transition from a reverse J-shaped f (k) (aG < 1) in the −20 µm class to a mounded f (k) (aG > 1) in the
+75/−150 µm class. The reverse J-shaped f (k) justified the sustained increasing recoveries in Figure 2b
for the −20 µm class. The change in the first-order f (k) shapes is observed in the nth-order domain by
a reaction order decrease towards the coarse class, as shown in Figure 2c.
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Figure 2. Examples of estimated f (k)s and model fitting, size-by-size Cu results, (a) First-order f (k)s,
Gamma model, (b) Time-recovery data, continuous curves obtained by fitting the R(t) model of Table 3,
(c) nth-order f (k)s.
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3.2. Second-Order Model with Rectangular f(k) Represented as a Distributed First-Order Reaction

Klimpel [25] presented the second-order model with Rectangular distribution of rate constants
[0-kmax] shown in Table 4. No representations of this R(t) model from first-order f (k)s have been
reported in flotation literature. The first- and second-order expressions of Table 4 were then equated to
determine the respective first-order f (k). Equation (12) presents the solution for this first-order f (k),
after applying the Inverse Laplace Transform to [1 − R(t = s)/R∞].

f (k) = L−1
[

ln(1 + kmax · s)
kmax · s

]
=

1
kmax

E1

(
k

kmax

)
=

1
kmax

∫
∞

k/kmax

e−x

x
dx (12)

Table 4. Second-order model with Rectangular f (k) [0-kmax] versus its first-order representation.

Second-Order Model with Rectangular f (k) [0-kmax] Distributed First-Order Model

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1− ln(1+kmax·t)

kmax·t

]
R(t) = R∞ ·

[
1−

∫
∞

0 e−k·t
· f (k)dk

]
The result of Equation (12) has been presented in different Laplace transform tables e.g., [71] and

can also be obtained from the Symbolic Math Toolbox of Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
The integral term in Equation (12) corresponds to the exponential integral function E1. Figure 3a
shows three examples of the first-order f (k)s. The average rate constant of this f (k) is kmax/2. The same
average is obtained from the second-order flotation rate distribution (Rectangular PDF). The kmax

values were chosen to obtain comparable R(t) trends to those observed in Figure 1b. The first-order f (k)s
corresponded to reverse J-shaped distributions in all cases, from which high fractions of slow-floating
components are observed. As a result, Figure 3b shows sustained and slow increasing trends at
long flotation times in the kinetic responses (R∞ = 90%). Figure 3c shows the second-order f (k)s.
A second-order model with a deterministic rate constant can be expressed as a first-order model
with Exponential f (k), as illustrated in Table 2. This Exponential distribution has a moderate content
of rate constants approaching to k = 0. Thus, distributed second-order reactions as those shown in
Figure 3c lead to significantly higher fractions of slow flotation rates in the first-order representation.
The second-order model with Rectangular f (k) led to time-recovery curves presenting sustained
increasing trends as t → ∞, which is observed by an asymptote at k = 0 in the first-order f (k)s of
Figure 3a. Flotation schemes that are adequately described by this model structure will be typically
sensitive to the flotation time, with significant slow-rate losses at the end of the process. It should be
mentioned that similar first-order f (k)s to those of Figure 3a can be obtained from Gamma PDFs with
aG < 1, as shown in Figure 1a.

Figure 4 presents the results obtained from the size-by-size experimental data. Except for the
−20 µm class, the R(t) model of Table 4 showed poor performance to represent the time-recovery data
(Figure 4b). As the −20 µm class presented sustained increasing recoveries at long flotation times, the
R(t) model of Table 4 was adequate for this size class. Despite the kmax differences shown in Figure 4c
in the second order domain, the first-order f (k)s were similar. This feature limits the flexibility of this
model structure.

3.3. Rosin-Rammler Model Represented as a Distributed First-Order Model

The Rosin–Rammler R(t) model has also been reported in literature to characterize kinetic
responses. Neither a flotation rate representation (e.g., an f (k) in any rate domain) nor the relationship
of the model parameters with the fast- and slow-floating components have been reported in flotation.
The Laplace inversion of [1 − R(t = s)/R∞] was again used to represent this model from first-order
f (k)s. Two conditions must be taken into consideration: (i) for aRR ≤ 1, the argument of the Inverse
Laplace transform

[
exp

(
−(kRR · t)

aRR
)]

corresponds to a stretched exponential, which allows first-order
f (k)s to be obtained from Equation (13) [72,73], (ii) for aRR > 1, the argument of the Inverse Laplace
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transform corresponds to a compressed exponential, which cannot be represented by the sum of
exponentials of Table 5 [72]. Thus, the compressed exponentials cannot be represented by first- nor any
nth-order reaction.
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Table 5. Rosin–Rammler model versus its first-order representation.

Rosin-Rammler Model Distributed First-Order Model

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1− exp

(
−(kRR · t)

aRR
)]

R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1−

∫
∞

0 e−k·t
· f (k)dk

]
The Inverse Laplace transform of the stretched exponential (aRR ≤ 1) was obtained from numerical

integration of Equation (13). The first-order f (k)s were crosschecked from the numerical Laplace
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inversion of [1−R(t = s)/R∞], using the methodology reported by Valsa and Brančik [64]. The normalized
tables reported by Dishon, et al. [74] were also used to support the results. In case of compressed
exponentials (aRR > 1), the Rosin–Rammler model suggests a decaying mechanism that is faster than
any exponential function at long flotation times [72], which cannot be expressed by the distributed
first-order model of Table 5.

f (k)
∣∣∣
0≤aRR≤1 = L−1

[
exp

(
−(kRR · s)

aRR
)]

= 1
π·kRR

∫
∞

0 exp[−uaRR · cos(β)] cos
[

k
kRR
· u− uaRR · sin(β)

]
du

β = π·aRR
2

(13)

Figure 5 illustrates four first-order f (k)s from the Rosin-Rammler R(t) together with the respective
time-recovery curves for aRR < 1. No additional flotation rate descriptions have been reported in
literature for this model. A maximum recovery of 90% was considered with kRR = 1 min−1. Different
kRR values will scale the domain and codomain of the flotation rate distributions. The aRR values in
Figure 5 were chosen to illustrate the presence of slow-floating components in the first-order f (k)s and
their convergence to deterministic rate constants. For aRR→ 0, the equivalent first-order f (k)s present
a high fraction of slow flotation rates. However, the solutions of Equation (13) are also long-tailed
distributions [75], with a significant fraction of fast flotation rates and then with dR/dt→∞ as t→ 0.
Thus, sustained increasing trends in the time-recovery curves were observed at low aRR values, but with
a very fast recovery rates at the beginning of the processes. As aRR increased, mounded-shaped
distributions were obtained. For aRR ≈ 1, the equivalent f (k) converged to a first-order model with
a deterministic rate constant. The condition with aRR = 0.97 exemplifies this convergence. The average
rate constant is infinite for 0 < aRR < 1 [76]; therefore, the flotation rate distribution cannot be described
by this location parameter. From the results of Figure 5, the Rosin-Rammler model can describe
rate-limited processes with aRR→ 0, which leads to sustained increasing trends in the time-recovery
curves. For aRR > 0.5 and kRR = 1, the slow-floating components are negligible as shown in Figure 5a,
resulting in time recovery curves that reached a plateau at 10 min of flotation.
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Table 5.

Ahmed [6] and Sahoo, Suresh and Varma [40] reported aRR values greater than 1,
which corresponded to the compressed exponential decay. For aRR ≥ 1, dR/dt = 0 at t = 0, which can be
only justified by a delay in the flotation process. Initially, the compressed exponential case presents
increasing instantaneous recovery rates up to a maximum is reached. Thereafter, a fast decreasing trend
is typically obtained. This feature may be adequate to model the kinetic response of some components
subject to delayed separation in batch flotation. For example, slow-floating particles that are recovered
after most of the easy-to-float components have been recovered.
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Figure 6 shows the estimated first-order f (k)s and model fitting for the size-by-size tests.
No compressed exponentials were obtained from the experimental data. Only the +20/−75 µm
class was adequately described by the Rosin-Rammler model of Table 5. Although this model structure
was not suitable to describe the kinetic responses in the fine and coarse classes, the first-order f (k)s
presented some features observed in Figure 2a from Gamma f (k)s. For example, the −20 µm size
class tended to concentrate to slower rate constants as shown in Figure 6a. The +75/−150 µm class
approached a deterministic rate constant, which was also observed as a Gamma f (k) with aG ≈ 2.1.
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3.4. Fractional Kinetics as Distributed First-Order Reactions

Fractional calculus has been also presented as an alternative to the first- and nth-order models to
characterize batch flotation kinetics. Table 6 shows the Fractional R(t). No first-order representation
for this model has been discussed in flotation literature to date. The Fractional kinetics of Table 6
was then studied from the first-order f (k)s. For a derivative order 0 < α < 1, this first-order f (k)
was again obtained from the Inverse Laplace transform of the Mittag–Leffler function, as expressed
by Equation (14) [77]. For α > 1, Eα presents oscillations around zero and then overshoots in the
time-recovery curves. This feature does not have a physical meaning in flotation as previously observed
by Alvarez-Silva, Vinnett, Langlois and Waters [44]. The f (k) results were again crosschecked by the
Inversion methodology presented by Valsa and Brančik [64].

f (k)
∣∣∣
0≤α≤1 = L−1[Eα(−kα · sα)] =

1
π
·

[
kα · kα−1

· sin(α ·π)

k2·α + 2 · kα · kα · cos(α ·π) + k2
α

]
(14)

Table 6. Fractional kinetics versus its first-order representation.

Fractional Kinetics Distributed First-Order Model

R(t) = R∞ · [1− Eα(−kα · tα)] R(t) = R∞ ·
[
1−

∫
∞

0 e−k·t
· f (k)dk

]
Figure 7a shows four first-order f (k)s obtained from different derivative orders in the Fractional

approach, assuming kα = 1 min−α and R∞ = 90 %. The derivative orders were selected to present
from reverse J-shaped f (k)s to approximately deterministic rate constants in the first-order domain.
The time-recovery curves are also presented in Figure 7b. For low α values, reverse J-shaped
distributions are obtained, which gradually change to mounded PDFs as the derivative order increases.
However, a concentration of rate constants is observed close to k = 0 even for moderate-high α values.
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Long tails are then obtained to compensate the asymptotic behaviour at k = 0. For α ≈ 1, the first-order
f (k) approached to a deterministic rate constant. As with the Rosin-Rammler model, the first-order f (k)
cannot be characterized by a mean rate constant. The kinetics responses of Figure 7b showed similar
patterns as those obtained with the Rosin-Rammler model under stretched exponentials, with very fast
recovery rates at t = 0. Conditions with α = 0.25 and α = 0.75 presented an asymptote at k = 0 as shown
in Figure 7a, which led to sustained increasing recoveries in Figure 7b. Flotation processes described
by these conditions are subject to slow-rate losses and requires longer flotation times to obtain the
steady recoveries defined by R∞. Figure 7c shows the deterministic rate constants in the Fractional
domain (kα = 1 min−α), which indicate that the changes in the kinetic responses were associated to the
different derivative orders in the proposed example [α = 0.25, 0.75, 0.9, 0.98].
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Figure 8 details the results from the size-by-size experimental data. The flexibility of the Fractional
model was comparable to that of the R(t) model of Table 3 (see Figure 2). The first-order f (k)s of
Figure 8a presented higher content of rate constants close to zero in the finer classes, whereas a more
deterministic distribution was observed in the +75/−150 µm class. The concentration of k ≈ 0 favored
the sustained increasing trends in the R(t) models. More deterministic first-order f (k)s are represented
in the Fractional domain by a derivative order that is closer to 1.
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4. Discussion

Several model structures for R(t) have been proposed in literature as alternatives to the first-order
reactions in batch flotation (e.g., nth-order reactions with continuous or discrete f (k), Rosin–Rammler
R(t), Fractional kinetics). The results of Figures 1–8 showed that the four evaluated models can be
represented as first-order reactions with flotation rate distributions f (k)s. From the studied models,
only the Rosin–Rammler approach with compressed exponentials (aRR > 1) cannot be explained
from first-order mechanisms. Thus, any kinetic model with a process decay representable as a sum
of exponentials (continuous or discrete) has a first-order R∞-f (k) pair. This feature implies that
two kinetic descriptions that lead to the same R(t) cannot be differentiated empirically between each
other. However, the first-order representation allows for f (k) comparisons in a normalized rate domain.
In addition, the locations and shapes of these first-order flotation rate distributions are directly related
to the R(t) responses as shown in Figures 1–8. These locations and shapes are a function of the model
parameters, which have been used to fit experimental data but scarcely related to the flotation responses.
The flexibility of Equations (5), (6), (7) and (9) can then be associated with the presence of slow- and
fast-floating fractions, which affect the kinetic responses at short and long flotation times. From the
results reported here, only R(t) models with decays that are faster than any exponential function can
justify flotation mechanisms not representable in the first-order domain.

5. Conclusions

Four kinetic models were studied as first-order systems with flotation rate distributions f (k)s.
These models were analysed because they have been presented as alternatives to the first-order reactions
in batch flotation. The first-order representations were obtained from direct comparisons between
the R(t) expressions or from the inverse Laplace transform of [1 − R(t = s)/R∞]. Thus, the compared
approaches led to the same algebraical R(t)s. The results indicated that:

1. The nth-order reactions with determinist rate constants can be represented as first-order reactions
with Gamma f (k)s. Low reaction orders indicate approximately deterministic rate constants,
whereas high reaction orders indicate J-shaped f (k)s. The latter implies a high presence of
slow-floating components (k→ 0).

2. The second-order reaction with Rectangular distribution of rate constants can be represented
as a first-order reaction with f (k) = 1/kmax·E1(k/kmax). These first-order f (k)s are always reverse
J-shaped distributions, indicating high concentrations of slow rate constants and then sustained
increasing trends in R(t).

3. The Rosin–Rammler model has a first-order representation for aRR ≤ 1 (stretched exponentials).
In this case, the typically unimodal f (k)s only presented rate constants close to zero with
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aRR → 0. For aRR > 1 (compressed exponentials), the Rosin–Rammler model does not have
a first-order representation.

4. The Fractional kinetics can be represented as a first-order reaction for α ≤ 1. Although the f (k)s
approached to deterministic rate constants as α→ 1, slow rate fractions were observed up to
moderate high α values. For α > 1, the Fractional approach does not have physical meaning
in flotation.

The first-order representation allows the f (k) shapes and the fast- and slow-floating components to
be qualitatively or quantitatively studied in a normalized k domain. Only conditions with a decay that
is faster than any exponential function (e.g., compressed exponentials) can be considered as alternatives
to the first-order reactions in batch flotation.
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